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Terms and Conditions of entry,  

including Safety instructions for all Competitors  

Please ensure that you (and all your team members) read and sign this 3-page 
document.  

 Failure to do so may result in your team not being permitted to take part in this 
event.  

Public Liabilty Insurance  

The Australian Pedal Car Grand Prix Committee have arranged Public Liability Insurance 

for the event up to a limit of $20,000,000. This covers the members of the organising 

committee and their volunteers assisting in the event in respect of public liability 

claims. It does NOT cover claims made against a competitor or competitors in person.  

Personal Accident Insurance  

Competitors are strongly advised to ensure that they have adequate personal accident 

insurance in place to meet any claims for personal injury to themselves.  Competitors 

are strongly advised to ensure they have ambulance cover.  

General Health and Fitness  

As the race is both physically and mentally demanding, it is strongly recommended that 

all competitors consult their medical practitioner prior to taking part in the event to 

ensure they are sufficiently fit and healthy to compete.  

To reduce the risk of competitors becoming dehydrated during the event, competitors 

are strongly recommended to drink plenty of fluids before, during and after the race.  

Should any driver become unwell or injured in any way during the event please contact 

or signal the nearest race marshal who will arrange for medical assistance.  

Medical Conditions  

Competitors should not take part in the event if they suffer from any medical condition, 

complaint or illness including (but not restricted to) high or low blood pressure, back or 

neck complaints, angina, diabetes, breathlessness, dizziness, lung, heart or neural 

disorders/complaints, sight or hearing problems, mental illness or who are on 

medication or a course of treatment prescribed by a medical practitioner or who have 

recently undergone any surgical or medical procedure, must declare it and produce to 

the Race Director a written declaration from their medical practitioner that they are fit 

to take part in the event.  
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Disabilities  

Competitors who suffer from any physical or mental disability of any nature must 

declare it and produce to the Race Director a written declaration from their medical 

practitioner that they are fit to take part in the event. They must also demonstrate, to 

the satisfaction of the Race Director that they will be able to see, hear and act on all 

and any instructions given by the race marshals.  

 

Alcohol, medication etc.  

It is recommended that competitors do not consume alcohol or other intoxicating 

substance or medication in the 24 hours prior to taking part in the race.  No competitor 

will be allowed to take part in the event if they appear to be under the influence of 

alcohol or other intoxicating substances or medication, or acting in an inappropriate 

manner to the extent that the Race Director considers they may pose a risk or danger to 

themselves, other competitors, race marshals or members of the public.  

Age Restrictions  

Any competitor/pit crew under the age of 16 (sixteen years)-as at event date - must 

have permission from their parent or guardian (*signature endorsement below) before 

being allowed to take any active part in the race. All teams must have a responsible 

adult on the pit crew.  

Safety Meeting  

ALL competitors must attend the safety meeting prior to the commencement of racing.  

Please ensure all competitors sign this Terms and Conditions of Entry form on page 3 of 

this document. Parents’ permission signature required for all competitors under 16 years 

of age.  
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SIGNATURES OF COMPETITOR AND/OR PARENT/GUARDIAN (If applicable – see Age Restrictions above)  

PEDALLERS  
OPEN, JUNIOR and ELITE SECTION/S            Date of Birth   
                      If under 16  

1.__________________     __________________      /   / *__________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)   

2.__________________     __________________     /   / *___________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

3.__________________     __________________     /   / *___________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

4.__________________     __________________    /   / *____________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

JUNIOR SECTION ONLY  

5.__________________     __________________    /   / *____________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

6.__________________     __________________    /   / * ___________________________ 
 (PRINT NAME)   (SIGNATURE)                       (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

7.__________________     __________________    /   / *____________________________  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)          (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

8.__________________     __________________    /   / * ___________________________ 
 (PRINT NAME)   (SIGNATURE)        (PERMISSION: PRINT NAME THEN SIGNATURE)  

 

 

 

 

PIT CREW  

1.__________________     __________________    /   /  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)      

2.__________________     __________________    /   /  
  (PRINT NAME)    (SIGNATURE)   

    


